
C# Programming: 4
Study C# programming in a Console and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) environment 
using Visual Studio. Develop skills in designing and writing C# computer programs using attributes, 
reflection, a database connection, and LINQ. In addition, applying the scrum/agile practices to 
design and write C# computer programs. Get hands-on practice with applying these programming 
concepts by creating new code and revising existing code.

 
Who should take this course? 
This is an advanced C# course that is designed for individuals who want to expand their knowledge
of C# programming in a .NET environment. This is a required course for the C# Programming
Certificate Program. This is also an elective course for theWeb Development certificate program. 

 
Course Objectives

•	Create and apply custom attributes using reflection.
•	Revise a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application by adding an Entity Data   
 Model (EDM) and using the LINQ to Entities query method to bind WPF controls to  
 the EDM.
•	Apply scrum/agile practices to create an application.

 
Course Details

•	Length: 30 hours
•	Format: Classroom
•	Prerequisites: C# Programming: 3 and Data Access using C# or the equivalent knowledge   
 and experience

The above prerequisites are considered to be the basic skills and knowledge needed prior to taking 
this class. Instructors will assume your readiness for the class materials and will NOT use class time 
to discuss prerequisite materials. 
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Course Contents

Create and apply custom attributes using reflection.

•	Use the Intermediate Language Disassembler to view the manifest and metadata of  
 an assembly.
•	Create code to reflect an assembly that retrieves the signatures of constructors and methods.
•	Use reflection to implement late binding.
•	Create a custom attribute for classes and methods.
•	Apply a custom attribute to classes and methods.

Revise a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application by adding an Entity  
Data Model (EDM) and using the LINQ to Entities query method to bind WPF controls  
to the EDM.

•	Create a Windows Presentation Forms (WPF) application.
•	Revise a WPF application to set up a connection to a SQL Server database and to  
 create an EDM from the selected tables of the database using the ADO.NET Entity Data   
 Model Wizard.
•	Revise a WPF application to bind WPF controls to the EDM using LINQ to Entities  
 query method.

Apply scrum/agile practices to create an application.

•	Complete a quiz that addresses the terminology and the processes involved in applying   
 scrum/agile practices to create an application.
•	 Install a signed class library assembly into the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) and revise   
 another WPF assembly to use the signed assembly using scrum/agile practices.
•	Create a WPF application with multiple forms bound to a SQL Server database using  
 scrum/agile practices.
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